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Fairchild PT-19 Military Trainer
October 10, 2012
The two-piece fairings that blends the bottom rear surface of the fuselage into the wing’s
bottom trailing edge on each side was completed yesterday as shown below (wing is not
glued on yet). This basically completes most everything on the PT-19, except for the
wing/fuselage fillets, which I have left until last because I do not know how to make them.

At Mike Midkiff’s suggestion, I have been fussing around with making paper patterns again this morning
trying to come up with a pattern that fits over and around the top of the wing as shown below. However,
I simply cannot get one to fit to my satisfaction, mainly because I am not sure what I am doing. It is
time s like this a little help can go a long ways.
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As an alternative approach, Duke Horn has advised using high density blue foam to make the fillets. He says you can get the material at Home
Depot and it is called Dow Styrofoam Sheathing Insulation, which comes in a 3/4” thickness. Duke says it's higher density than the white
foam and carves much better. The main challenge is sealing it so paint it won’t melt. He has successful sealed it with two or three coats of
wallpaper wheat paste. Thinned down aliphatic white glue also works, but doesn’t sand as easily. The picture below shows the wing/fuselage
fillet that Duke made on his recent P-39 Airacobra build out of this material. I really like the looks of this fillet, but as always one has to
develop some capability in order to use it.

Sue and I are flying out in the morning for our annual long weekend in New York. We are looking forward to some general R and R including a
Broadway show Saturday night, and then back home Sunday afternoon. This will give me a chance to get away the PT-19 for a while. I
hesitate proceed on the fillets so maybe next week I can get with both Duke and Mike at different times to explore their individual fillet
making techniques further………………………………Tandy

Tandy C. Walker
3602 Lynnwood Drive
Arlington, TX 76013-1120 USA
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